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ABSTRACT

Speaking is a basic skill that should be owned by the students because this skill is important for daily interaction. The students’ ability of speaking depends very much on the teacher in the classroom. Therefore, the roles of the teacher are very important. In the end, the result of the students is good. There are several problems in this research. (1) What are roles of the English teacher to teach speaking in tenth grade of Senior High School 1 Papar (2) How does the teacher apply the roles in teaching speaking the tenth grade in Senior High School 1 Papar. The research design is qualitative research in which the researcher is the key instrument. It describes the teacher’s roles to teach speaking to the 1st grade students at SMAN 1 Papar Kediri in the academic year 2017/2018. The subject of this research is one of the English teachers at 1st grade. The techniques of collecting data in this research were observation, observation checklist, field note, interview, and documentation. The result of this research shows that the roles applied by the teacher in teaching speaking were controller included giving direction and rule about the material. As organizer, the teacher makes teaching learning process runs smoothly. As tutor, the teacher gives explanation and correction which in personal and classical. As prompter, the teacher takes a note about the point that should be correction. In feedback provider, the teacher, gives correct explanation and motivation to the students. Form the result, the researcher concluded that the roles of the teacher are effective to improve students speaking ability. The teacher should apply the roles based on students need.

Keywords: speaking, teacher’s roles.

I. BACKGROUND

Teacher is a person who gives the students’ knowledge, and he has many roles inside and outside the class. This idea is supported by Mulyasa (2005: 35) who stated: “Teacher is a person who does not only talk to their students and if their students understand, they are not only giving the lesson about the subject, but also may be giving the best language lesson”. From the statement it can be said that teacher gives and delivers knowledge to the students then train them to understand material.

English has 4 skills that teacher can give to students they are: listening, speaking, reading and writing. These 4 skills cannot be separated. If the students want to be a good English speaker, they should be good at speaking.
Speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that involves producing and receiving and processing information (Burns & Joyce, 1997: 115). Its form and meaning are dependent on the context in which it occurs, including the participants themselves, their collective experiences, the physical environment, and the purposes for speaking. It is often spontaneous, open-ended, and evolving.

One of the requirements to be a good speaker is fluency. This statement is supported by Nunan (2003: 52), who says “Use the language quickly and confidently with few unnatural pauses, which is called as fluency”. From that statement fluency the key to make speaker called good speaker, even speaker has many variations in vocab but in oral the speaker uses long pause it’s not a good speaker.

While, in speaking there are four aspects that teacher can notice those are fluency, grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation. Nunan (2003: 54) states, “To master the speaking skill students must be able to understand the grammar, pronunciation, vocabulary and fluency”. Those aspects should be mastered by students in order to make a good speaking.

In teaching speaking, teacher’s role is very important. In speaking class the aspects that students perform are intonation, fluency, pronunciation, choose a good vocab etc. Basic difficulties in speaking class is spelling and sound the words. Here the teacher becomes a model that can give examples that make students understand. From giving a good pronunciation model students can make assume that their teacher is support them to improve their speaking.

Beside teacher’s roles, classroom management is another thing that should teacher notice. If students’ behavior is out of control, learning is a challenge. Harmer (1998: 114), “Classroom management is one of teacher skill that control and make the class effectives”. Teachers set the tone of their classrooms, build a warm environment, mentor and nurture students, become role models, and listen and look for signs of trouble.

Beside on the description above, this research will attempt to answer the following questions:

1. What are roles of the English teacher to teach speaking in the tenth grade of Senior High School 1 Papar?
2. How does the teacher apply the roles in teaching speaking the tenth grade in Senior High School 1 Papar?

II. METHOD

In this research, the writer used qualitative study. Method used in this research was generated into qualitative and specified into content analysis. The
qualitative method was used because the data analyzed were categorized into qualitative data. This research was conducted at SMAN 1 Papar Kediri, which located in Jl. Raya No. 382, Desa Janti, Papar, Kabupaten Kediri, Jawa Timur. There are four teachers in this school. The researcher especially chose one of the teachers who teaches tenth grade.

The subject of the research the English teacher of speaking. In collecting the data, the researcher used observation, interview, and documentation. He conducted 3 times observation to gather information about what roles are applying in speaking activity. In interview, he made sure that the teacher did the roles. While in documentation, the researcher collected all written and non-written such as observation checklist notes for interview with the teacher, and photographs that relevant with the teacher’s roles.

After analyzing the data the researcher checks the validation of the data using triangulation data. According to Ary et al. (2010:499) “In data triangulation, the researcher investigates whether the data collected with one procedure or instrument confirm data collected using a different procedure or instrument”. The researcher chooses data triangulation because in similar, in checking the validity the writer used differences and various instrument or data collection such as observation, interview, and documents to compare whether any similar information from the data source to prove that the data is indeed accurate and valid.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. The Roles of the Teacher

There are six roles that the teacher can apply in teaching learning process there are: controller, organizer, tutor, participant, prompter, feedback provider. By applying the right roles the teacher can get the best result in teaching students. She can apply the role based on students’ need.

a. Controller

This role by the teacher when she gave a command or direction to the students in teaching and learning process included speaking. The teacher was the control center in teaching process but it did not mean that she gave the command without emphasize students’ need. She should be fair to give any command and direction. In this case she gave direction without making the students feel unhappy. Giving the direction in the pre activity was important. The teacher should give the direction as clear enough to avoid miss understanding. Controlling classroom did not mean to be a dictator in classroom but make the students follow the rule.

a. Organizer
In organizing students the teacher makes the schedule that should be done today in order. In controller the teacher told the students what they are going to do in learning activity that day but in organizing, she should make the students follow the activity with discipline and make classroom more regular.

b. Tutor

The teacher as a tutor does not only explain the material but also give a good example according to context. In teaching narrative text, the teacher explained many things. They are definition, social function, language features, generic structure etc. But in this time the teacher wanted to teach speaking using narrative text as role play. Thus, she only explained language features, pronunciation, intonation, gesture, facial expression.

c. Prompter

As a prompter, the teacher let them to think critically when the performance the role play and let the students to perform as the script and story. She did not help or blame any mistake that students did in performance. The researcher found that sometimes she gave them a simple sigh to make them fluent in performing the character. When students forgot the text and they did not know what they should say was rolling her hands. The sign was a code to performer to say what they though as long as based on the story. Sometimes she give a small code like palming hand. It means that the character should be angry and used angry expression. She checked and wrote down the mistake and score in a paper.

d. Feedback provider

Giving feedback made students improve in learning English. In speaking it helped students to know the mistake. When the students knew the mistakes they can correct the mistake and never repeat. The teacher gave feedback in the end of every performance, so the students who had perform and would perform did not do the same.

B. Discussion

Based on the result about what roles are applying by the teacher and how the teacher applies the roles, there are 5 roles that can be found. This findings of the research support the previous study done by Rindu and Ariyanti’s (2017) who mentioned that the roles were controller, organizer, prompter, participant, resource/ tutor, demonstrator/ feedback provider. The teacher could apply the role based on the students’ need. They also found that teacher can apply role but those are roles which are preeminent which mostly applied by the teacher. Those preeminent roles are mostly found in the time when the teacher does teaching.
Besides, the findings of the research are in line with the theory of teacher’s roles proposed by Harmer (2007: 347-348). He said, there are 5 roles that teacher can use in teaching learning process.

Further, the teacher did not have any difficulty in applying the roles in teaching speaking. But, it better if the teacher applying all the roles according to Harmer’s theory.

IV. CONCLUSION

There are 6 roles that the researcher found in this research. Based on the result of this research in previously chapter, the researcher concludes that the teacher’s role in speaking class to the 1st grade students, are as follows: controller, organizer, tutor, prompter and feedback provider in teaching a short drama. In the pre teaching, the teacher used controller and organizer. In controller, she gave the students rules before entering the material, then she told them what they do along teaching learning process. While in organizer she made the students follow the rules and organize the classroom well-ordered. In whilst teaching, she used tutor and prompter. She gave explanation and good example to the students. As prompter, she observed the students and took a note, then she explain the point in the end of material. In post teaching, the teacher gave motivation to the students, it made them motivated in learning speaking. The teacher did not applied all the roles because the material did not allow her to apply the role.
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